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Abstract: Because the existing methods extract the signal characteristics of electronic communication networks, there is a problem of poor extraction. In this paper, a feature extraction method based on symmetric algorithm for transmission signals in electronic communication networks is proposed. The transmission signal in the time domain is decomposed by three-layer wavelet packet decomposition through threshold denoising and data dimension reduction. The adaptive floating threshold is used as a threshold to quantify the wavelet coefficients of the signal, which can effectively remove noise while retaining valuable transmission signal. Secondly, the feature extraction algorithm based on symmetric Holder coefficient is used to transform the transmitted signal from time domain to frequency domain, identify the signal sequence, and classify the signal sequence using neural network classifier. The simulation results show that the proposed method can extract the transmission signal of electronic communication network with the highest accuracy of 98.21%. This method can extract the amplitude and frequency characteristics of the transmission signal accurately under strong vibration environment. It is an efficient method for feature extraction of transmission signal.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous improvement of network communication technology, network communication has been widely used in aviation, industry, transportation, and other fields. In the actual process of network communication, it is necessary to receive or transmit signals frequently, but in this process, it will be affected by a large number of noise environment caused by external environment and other factors [1]. As a result, the received or transmitted original signals will be completely submerged in the noise, which makes it difficult to extract the characteristics of the original transmission signals.

Cui, J. et al. [2] studied the feature extraction method of electronic network communication signals under strong noise environment based on short-time Fourier method. The method first extracts the multidimensional entropy feature of the received signal, and obtains the spectrum map of the signal by short-time Fourier-transform. Based on this, the binary tree algorithm is used to extract the communication transmission signal in the strong noise environment. The method extracts the signal with high efficiency, but when extracting the communication transmission signal, the accurate signal feature function cannot be obtained, the characteristics of the transmission signal extracted from the electronic communication network are too abstract, and the signal extraction precision is low. Zeng, F. et al. [3] introduced a feature extraction method based on multi-dimensional signal feature fusion for transmission signals in electronic communication networks. The method extracts single multidimensional signal features in the time domain, frequency domain, and high-order spectral features.
domain from the radio frequency signal of the communication target; fuses the extracted features; and then uses the support vector machine to classify the signal features to realize the transmission in electronic communication. Extraction of signal features: At present, the method has the widest application range, but the method still has the problem of high complexity of the extraction process.

Addressing the above problems, this paper presents a method of extracting transmission signal features of electronic communication network based on symmetric algorithm. The simulation results show that the method can extract transmission signal features of electronic communication network effectively under strong noise, and the method has high accuracy and overall superiority.

2. Feature Extraction Method of Transmission Signal in Electronic Communication Network Based on Symmetric Algorithm

2.1. Threshold Denoising and Data Dimensionality Reduction

The transmission signal of the electronic communication network is often included in the vibration signal during its operation. Therefore, extracting the feature information components from the vibration signal of the electronic communication network becomes an effective means to extract the features of the transmission signal of the electronic communication network [4]. The feature information of transmission signals in electronic communication network is submerged in strong noise. Firstly, the signal in the time domain is decomposed into Daub4 wavelet packet space, and the vibration signal is decomposed into three layers of wavelet packet. Due to the influence of strong background noise, the useful transmission signals in electronic communication networks are at risk of being overwhelmed by noise.

To extract the feature information of the vibration signal transmitted by the electronic communication network under the background of strong noise, the noise interference must be eliminated firstly. In this paper, soft threshold denoising is used to quantify the wavelet coefficients in the wavelet packet space. Most of the wavelet coefficients are 0, preserving the wavelet coefficients representing the signal features. The model of time domain signal is selected as follows

\[ g(t) = f(t) + \partial z(t) \]  

In the formula, \( f(t) \) is the signal part, \( z(t) \) is the Gauss white noise obeying \( N(0, 1) \), and \( \partial \) is the noise level. Signal \( f(t) \) can be reconstructed in the wavelet packet space with the wavelet packet coefficients. The larger the coefficients are, the more the signal energy is carried and vice versa. According to the theory of local maximum modulus of wavelet transform [5], when noise is removed, most of the noise can be removed as long as the coefficient energy formed by the local maximum modulus of wavelet transform of white noise is removed. On the basis of retaining most of the signal energy, the adaptive floating threshold is used to quantize the noise-damaged wavelet coefficients. The wavelet coefficients equal to or less than the threshold are treated as zero, and the original signal \( f(t) \) is reconstructed only from the data above the threshold. After the above process, most of the noise can be eliminated, and the reconstruction result can be made without obvious distortion.

The modulus of the wavelet coefficients of the effective signals is much larger than that of the wavelet coefficients generated by the noise signals. The adaptive floating threshold is used as the threshold to quantify the wavelet coefficients [6], which can effectively remove the noise while retaining the effective signal. Most of the energy of the signal is concentrated on a small number of nonzero wavelet coefficients, that is, after the signal is transformed, most of the energy is concentrated on \( K \) transform coefficients. If \( K \) is less, the energy concentration property of such transformation is better. The lower the data dimension is, the less the coefficient of transmission feature information of electronic communication network is.
2.2. Selection of Adaptive Threshold

The choice of threshold is the key in the denoising process [7], it is necessary to retain the characteristic information of the transmitted signal to eliminate noise interference. In this paper, an adaptive threshold selection method is proposed, which can describe as much information as possible with as few coefficients as possible, so that the feature information of the transmitted signal can be concentrated on a small number of coefficients with larger modulus, in order to achieve wavelet packet space data reduction and extraction of transmission signal features. The algorithm is described as follows:

1. The wavelet coefficients of each node except node (3.0) are ordered \( d' = (d'_1, d'_2, \ldots, d'_t, \ldots) \) according to the modulus of coefficients, and only the first \( k \) component is preserved by threshold denoising algorithm \( d'' = (d'', d'_1, d'_2, \ldots, d'_t, 0, 0) \).

2. The percentage of retained wavelet coefficients in total signal energy \( \eta_t \) and the percentage \( \xi_t \) of the number of wavelet coefficients with zero are calculated:

\[
\eta_t = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{N} \text{abs}(d_t)^2}{\left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} \text{abs}(d_k)^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{M} \text{abs}(d_j)^2 \right)}
\]

(2)

The wavelet coefficient corresponding to \( \min(\text{abs}((1 - \eta_t) - \xi_t)) \) is selected as the threshold value of wavelet coefficient quantization \( \tau \).

3. The soft domain value algorithm is used for coefficient quantization.

\[
\text{coef}(t) = (|\text{coef}(t)| - \tau - \xi_t) \cdot \text{sign}(\text{coef}(t))
\]

and

\[|\text{coef}(t)| > \tau\] (3)

The above process completes the three-layer wavelet packet decomposition of the network transmission signal, quantifies the wavelet coefficients, and effectively removes the noise in the signal and retains the valuable transmission signal. On this basis, the feature extraction algorithm of symmetrical Holder coefficient is adopted to optimize the feature extraction of the transmission signal in the communication network.

2.3. Feature Extraction Algorithm of Symmetric Holder Coefficient

2.3.1. Recognition of Signal Sequence

The discrete signal sequence of the electronic communication network signal received by the receiver is set as \( |F(i)|, i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \) and \( M \) as the length of the signal sequence after sampling. Firstly, the signal is preprocessed. The process of preprocessing is as follows. Firstly, Fourier-transform is used to transform the signal from the time domain to the frequency domain, the signal energy is normalized in the frequency domain, then the central frequency and effective bandwidth of the signal spectrum are calculated, and the bandwidth is normalized. The purpose of energy normalization is to eliminate the influence of the distance of the emitter [8]. The purpose of bandwidth normalization is to reduce the computational complexity of feature extraction, and eliminate the influence of out-of-band noise and the change of sweep width or code length. The processed signal sequence is \( \{G(j), j = 1, 2, \ldots, N\} \).

Where, \( N \) is the length of the signal sequence after preprocessing. In order to calculate the symmetrical Holder coefficients of transmission signals in electronic communication network, two basic signal sequences are introduced at first.

The rectangular signal sequence is

\[
U(k) = \begin{cases} 
m, 1 \leq k \leq N \\ 0, \text{other} \end{cases}
\]

(4)
The triangular signal sequence is

\[ T(k) = \begin{cases} \frac{2km}{N}, & 1 < k \leq \frac{N}{2} \\ \frac{2m-2km}{N}, & \frac{N}{2} < k \leq N \end{cases} \]  

(5)

In formulas (4) and (5), \( m \) is the maximum value of \( \{G(i)\} \). Based on the definition of the symmetric Holder coefficient, the algorithm for calculating the symmetric Holder coefficient is given below.

1. The sampling signal \( \{F(i)\} \) is preprocessed firstly. The preprocessing method is described above. The signal sequence after preprocessing is \( \{G(i)\} \).

2. According to formula (6), it can calculate the values of symmetric Holder coefficient of two signals \( \{U(k)\} \) and \( \{G(j)\} \):

\[ H_{S1} = \frac{\sum U(i)G(i)^{1/p}(\sum U(i)^{2/p}(\sum G(i)^{2/q}))^{1/q}}{2} + \frac{\sum U(i)G(i)^{1/p}(\sum U(i)^{2/p}(\sum G(i)^{2/q}))^{1/q}}{2} \]  

(6)

According to formula (7), the symmetric Holder coefficient of two signals is calculated:

\[ H_{S2} = \frac{\sum T(i)G(i)^{1/p}(\sum T(i)^{2/p}(\sum G(i)^{2/q}))^{1/q}}{2} + \frac{\sum T(i)G(i)^{1/p}(\sum T(i)^{2/p}(\sum G(i)^{2/q}))^{1/q}}{2} \]  

(7)

3. \( H_{S1} \) and \( H_{S2} \) constitute two dimensional joint eigenvectors, which can be expressed as \( H_s = [H_{S1}, H_{S2}] \).

The processing flow of symmetric Holder coefficient method is shown in Figure 1. In the definition of symmetric Holder coefficients and feature extraction algorithm, it can be clearly seen that symmetric Holder coefficients are related to the mathematical expression, length of two discrete functions, and the selection of the \( p, q \) value [9]. For two known discrete functions, the different selection of the \( p, q \) value will change the size of the symmetric Holder coefficient. When the \( p, q \) value is determined, the larger the length \( N \) of the two discrete functions, the smaller the value of the symmetric Holder coefficient, which has been proven mathematically [10]. For the signal transmitted in the same electronic communication network after preprocessing, because the transmission signal sequence \( \{G(i)\} \) has the same form and the normalized bandwidth, the length of signal sequence \( \{G(i)\} \) is the same. At this time, when any set of values are selected, the eigenvalues of symmetrical Holder coefficient of the transmission signal in the same electronic communication network will be very close. It shows that the symmetry Holder coefficient has better intraclass aggregation. For the signals transmitted in different electronic communication networks after preprocessing, because the signal sequence forms are different and the normalized bandwidth is different, the form of signal sequence \( \{G(i)\} \) is different, and the normalized bandwidth is also different, so the length of signal sequence \( \{G(i)\} \) is different, if a set of \( p, q \) values are fixed, for example, \( p = q = 2 \), the method of similarity coefficient is used, the eigenvalues of the symmetrical Holder coefficients of different signals may be similar or the same, so that the distance between the extracted feature classes cannot be compared [10], and the satisfactory correct recognition rate cannot be obtained. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the \( p, q \) value appropriately in order to make that the feature of symmetric Holder coefficient not only have a better degree of clustering within the class, but also have a larger distance between the classes. At the same time, it can be clearly seen that the complexity of the symmetric Holder coefficient method in type selection will be reduced by half [11–14]. As shown in Figure 1, it is the process flow of symmetric coefficient method.
2.3.2. Classifier Design

In recent years, neural network technology has developed rapidly. A neural network is a complex processing unit formed by a large number of simple processing units connected widely. It reflects many basic characteristics of human brain function and is a highly complex nonlinear dynamic system. A neural network has the ability of large-scale, parallel distributed storage and processing [15], self-organization, self-adaptation, and self-learning, which has attracted much attention in pattern recognition and has been widely used [16,17].

This paper uses neural network as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, layer $L_1$ is the input layer of the neural network, and the number of neurons is two, which is the input of two Holder coefficient eigenvalues, respectively; layer $L_2$ and layer $L_3$ are the middle layers of the neural network, and their number of neurons is 30 and 20, respectively. The transfer function chooses “tansig” function, layer $L_4$ is the output layer of the neural network, and the number of neurons is the same as the number of transmitted signals in the electronic communication network to be classified [18], and the transfer function selects the “logsig” function. The training algorithm of the neural network adopts the elastic back-propagation algorithm [19–21]. The supervisory signal is taken as the “0–1” signal and the error is 0.05.

2.3.3. Optimization of Transmission Signal Feature Extraction Process

In the process of extracting the features of transmission signal in electronic communication network under strong vibration environment, the neural network classifier in the previous section is used to classify and recognize the extracted signals, and the signal sequence results after the recognition in the Section 2.3.1 are used to extract the features of transmission signal in strong vibration environment.

The specific steps are as follows.

Figure 1. Processing flow of symmetric Holder coefficient method.

Figure 2. Structure diagram of neural network classifier.
Assuming that \([x_1, y_1] \cdots (x_i, y_i), y_i \in \{-1, 1\}\) is used to describe the training sample set, i.e., the signal sequence of network communication identified in Section 2.3.1, and the optimal hyperplane is represented by \(\omega^T \cdot x + b = 0\), then, based on \(\mu(z)\), the original signal sequence space of network communication is mapped to a high-dimensional space by formula (8), in which the optimal classification surface of signal features is established:

\[
E(x) = \frac{\omega^T \cdot x + b}{(x_i, y_i)} \times \mu(z)
\]  

(8)

In the formula, \(x\) represents the input features of the classifier and \(\omega\) represents the weight coefficient vector of the classifier.

The classification problem of signals to be extracted after comparison is transformed into a quadratic programming problem [22,23]. The constraints are given by formula (9) and the minimum generalization function is obtained.

\[
\Phi(\omega) = \frac{\theta(S)}{[\omega^T \cdot x + b]} \times \mu(Q) \times E(x)
\]  

(9)

In the formula, \(\theta(S)\) represents the similarity between the extracted signal feature samples, \(\mu(Q)\) represents the amplitude distribution at each frequency point, and \(E(x)\) represents the number of support vector machines corresponding to each intermediate node.

Assuming that \(Z\) represents the decision rule [24], \(K(x_i \cdot x)\) represents the kernel function. Formula (10) is an optimization of the feature extraction process for network communication transmission signals in a strong noise environment:

\[
f(W) = \frac{K(x_i \cdot x) \times Z}{N(z)} \oplus \phi(Z)
\]  

(10)

In the formula, \(N(z)\) represents the frequency characteristic of the communication transmission signal and \(\phi(Z)\) represents the input vector.

3. Results

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a simulation experiment was designed. The signals transmitted by six typical electronic communication networks were selected: electronic communication network transmission signal (CECNT), linear frequency modulation signal (LFM), nonlinear frequency modulation signal (NLFM), binary phase coded signal (BPSK), polyphase coded signal (MPSK), and the frequency-coded signal (FSK). The signal carrier frequency is 30 MHz, the sampling frequency is 80 MHz, the pulse width is 12.8 \(\mu\)s, BPSK uses the L sequence code, MPSK uses the Frank code, and FSK uses the Barker code. Eight different sets of values are used to generate 150 samples for each transmitted signal in the electronic communication network with signal to noise ratios of 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB, respectively. There are 600 samples per transmitted signal in an electronic communication network, of which 300 samples are used as training sets for classifiers and another 300 samples are used as test sets.

3.1. Analysis of Extraction Accuracy

Neural network classifier is used in the proposed method, the training set samples are trained first, and then the trained neural network classifier is tested with the test set samples. For different \(p, q\) values, the average correct recognition rate is shown in Table 1. The results in Table 1 show the average correct extraction rate of the different features of network transmission signal after 10 experiments.
Table 1. Average accurate extraction rate of transmission signal in electronic communication network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p$-Value</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Correct Identification Rate (%)</td>
<td>92.84</td>
<td>97.25</td>
<td>98.21</td>
<td>97.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Correct Identification Rate (%)</td>
<td>97.71</td>
<td>96.15</td>
<td>96.15</td>
<td>96.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1, it can be seen that in the SNR range of 5 to 20 dB, the average correct extraction rate of different types of network transmission signal features obtained by the proposed method is satisfactory, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed method in identifying the transmission signal of electronic communication network. The average correct extraction rate of the proposed method is higher when $p$ is not equal to 2 than when $p$ is equal to 2. That is to say, the average correct extraction rate of the proposed method is higher in the process of extracting transmission signals, and the maximum can be increased by more than 5%. The average correct extraction rate is the best when $p$ is equal to 4, and the average correct extraction rate reaches 98.21%. For different forms of transmission signal in electronic communication network, appropriate adjustment of $p, q$ value can obtain a better average correct extraction rate. In order to further illustrate the good characteristics of the proposed method, 1800 training sets of six kinds of transmission signals in electronic communication network at $p = 5$ are selected to draw a two-dimensional joint feature distribution map as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](Image)

Figure 3. $p = 5$-point electronic communication network transmission signal symmetry Holder coefficient characteristic distribution map.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the eigenvalues extracted by the proposed method are very stable in the SNR range of 5 to 20 dB, and are less affected by noise. At the same time, the symmetrical Holder coefficients of network communication signals obtained by the proposed method have a higher degree of clustering within the class and a larger distance between the classes, which indicates that the proposed method has a higher stability in extracting transmission signals in electronic communication network.
3.2. Feature Analysis of Extracted Signals

Taking the FSK communication transmission signal as an example, the effects of different signal feature extraction methods, such as the time domain inspection method, short-time Fourier method, quadratic feature extraction method, and the proposed method, are analyzed. The analysis results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of the effectiveness of frequency-coded signal (FSK) transmission signal feature extraction method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Extraction Performance</th>
<th>Time Domain Check Method</th>
<th>Short-time Fourier Extraction Method</th>
<th>Quadratic Feature Extraction Method</th>
<th>This Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulation time feature</td>
<td>difference</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy time-varying feature extraction</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency band feature extraction</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Better.</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of Table 2 shows that when extracting the transmission signal of FSK communication, the performance of extracting modulation time feature, energy time-varying feature, and frequency-band feature using the proposed method is very good, while the effect of other three methods is not as good as that of the proposed method. Among them, there is no result of extracting frequency-band feature by time domain check, but the proposed method has good effect on the extraction of frequency bands. Compared with other three methods, the proposed method has great advantages in signal feature extraction, and can extract the transmission signal features in electronic communication network very well.

The actual signal amplitude features of the experimental electronic communication network transmission in strong vibration environment are described in Figure 4. The extraction effect of the features of transmission signal amplitude in the electronic communication network is described in Figures 5 and 6, respectively, by using the method of quadratic feature extraction and the method presented in this paper.

![Figure 4. Actual signal amplitude characteristics.](image)

Analysis of Figures 4–6 shows that the amplitude features of transmission signals in electronic communication network extracted by the proposed method are basically consistent with the actual characteristics in strong vibration environment, while the quadratic feature extraction method is disturbed by strong vibration environment. The extracted amplitude features of transmission signals in electronic communication network are quite different from the actual signal amplitude characteristics,
and the signal amplitude features have significant fluctuations. This is mainly because when using the proposed method to extract the transmission signal features, the original signal and the noise band are separated by the wavelet principle, the signal matching template is formed after noise reduction, and then the signal to be extracted is decomposed by wavelet to obtain the protocol features of the signal to be extracted. The proposed method can improve the accuracy of signal feature extraction.

![Signal amplitude characteristics extracted by quadratic feature extraction method.](image1)

**Figure 5.** Signal amplitude characteristics extracted by quadratic feature extraction method.

![Characteristics of signal amplitude extracted by this method.](image2)

**Figure 6.** Characteristics of signal amplitude extracted by this method.

3.3. Extraction Effect Analysis of Frequency Feature

In order to verify the practical application effect of feature extraction of transmission signal in an electronic communication network based on the proposed method, a simulation application example of extracting harmonic frequency features of transmission signal in electronic communication network is given. The transmission signal of the electronic communication network is sampled by the computer at the frequency of 44,100 Hz. Because the sampling frequency is 1024 Hz, according to the sampling theorem, the analysis frequency is 512 Hz. Because the features of the transmission signal in the electronic communication network are mainly concentrated below 300 Hz, the frequency range of the proposed method is 0–250 Hz and the step length is \( \Delta f = 0.5 \) Hz. The white noise interference signal with high intensity of 52,626 Hz is input into the experimental signal to simulate strong vibration, to verify the performance of the proposed method for the extraction of communication signal features in strong vibration environment. The experiment compares the proposed method with the short-time
Fourier method and the quadratic feature extraction method. The extraction results of the signal frequency characteristics are described using Figures 7–10 respectively.

In Figures 7–10, (a) is the result of signal frequency feature extraction by short-time Fourier extraction method, (b) is the result of quadratic feature extraction method, and (c) is the result of the proposed method. By comparing and analyzing these figures, it can be seen that the method presented in this paper has good effect in extracting frequency features of transmission signals in electronic communication network under strong vibration environment. When extracting the transmission signals, the proposed method can restrain strong noise interference, highlight the position of spectral peaks, and reflect the quadratic phase coupling relationship between spectral peaks.

Figure 7. Data 1 simulation results.
Figure 7. Data 1 simulation results.

(a) Short-time Fourier

(b) Secondary feature extraction

(c) This method

Figure 8. Data 2 simulation results.
Figure 9. Data 3 simulation results.

(a) Short-time Fourier

(b) Secondary feature extraction

(c) This method
3.4. Analysis of Extraction Performance

Table 3 is the performance test results of feature extraction of network communication transmission signal in strong vibration environment by using the proposed method, quadratic feature extraction method, time domain inspection method, and short-time Fourier method. The signal-to-
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(a) Short-time Fourier
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(b) Secondary feature extraction
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(c) This method

**Figure 10.** Data 4 simulation results.
3.4. Analysis of Extraction Performance

Table 3 is the performance test results of feature extraction of network communication transmission signal in strong vibration environment by using the proposed method, quadratic feature extraction method, time domain inspection method, and short-time Fourier method. The signal-to-noise ratio (dB), stability (%), and efficiency (%) of transmission signal extraction in a strong vibration environment by four different methods are compared. The comparison results are used to measure the overall superiority of different methods for feature extraction of transmission signals in strong vibration environment.

Table 3. Comparison of the overall superiority of transmission signal extraction by different methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Signal-to-Noise Ratio (dB)</th>
<th>Stability (%)</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This method</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic feature extraction</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time domain check</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short time Fourier</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>74.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 3, it can be concluded that the overall superiority of the proposed method in extracting transmission signals under strong vibration environment is higher than the other three methods. This is mainly because when extracting transmission signals using the proposed method, symmetrical Holder coefficient feature extraction algorithm is used to transform transmission signals from time domain to frequency domain. The original signal feature space is mapped to a high-dimensional space, in which the optimal classification surface of signal features is established, so that the signal samples are separated correctly and the separation interval is maximized, which greatly improves the stability and efficiency of signal feature extraction in the proposed method and effectively reduces the effect of strong vibration noise environment on the feature extraction of communication signals.

4. Discussion

The transmission signal characteristics of six different types of electronic communication networks are extracted by the method designed in this paper. The average correct extraction rate is greater than 92%, and the maximum correct extraction rate is 98.21%. The experimental results can prove that the proposed method can accurately extract the signal characteristics of the electronic communication network, and the extraction effect is considerable. Due to the influence of noise caused by external environment and other factors in the process of extracting the signal characteristics of the electronic communication network, the original signal received or transmitted by the electronic communication network may be completely submerged in the noise, and it is difficult to extract the original characteristics of the transmitted signal. When using the method of this paper to extract the characteristics of the transmission signal of electronic communication network, the method of threshold denoising is firstly used to eliminate the interference of environmental noise on the signal extraction engineering, so that the noise has little influence on the extraction of the characteristic signal, which greatly improves the accuracy of signal feature extraction. It is able to guarantee the characteristics of the original transmission signal as much as possible.

Using symmetric Holder coefficients, the performance of proposed method, short-time Fourier extraction method, time domain inspection method and quadratic feature extraction method in modulation time feature extraction, energy time-varying feature extraction and band feature extraction are described by using Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2 that the proposed method can effectively identify the FSK communication transmission signal and can extract three of them well, but the extraction effects of the other three methods are not ideal. Therefore, it can be explained that the method of this paper has a high feature extraction effect on the network transmission signal.

In summary, compared with other methods, the proposed method can extract the frequency characteristics of the signal more effectively. This is because the method can effectively suppress...
the interference of strong environmental noise, highlight the position of the peak, and reflect the secondary phase coupling relationship between the peaks. The main reason is that the method uses the symmetry retention coefficient to identify the signal sequence, then uses the neural network classifier to classify and identify the signal sequence, and, on the basis of identification, extracts the characteristics of the transmitted signal in the communication network under strong morning environment. Because the optimization is carried out the extraction effect of the transmission signal characteristics of the communication network under strong vibration is greatly improved, and the method has more obvious application advantages than the traditional method.

5. Conclusions

The electronic communication network provides an effective guarantee for information transmission for social development. The level of its technology determines the level of national science and technology development. It is an important strategic component of the information industry. It can drive the development of advanced productive forces for all aspects of society. Sustainable development makes an important contribution. Research on electronic communication network technology can make the development of this field more and more advanced. In order to improve the feature extraction of transmitted signals in electronic communication networks under a strong vibration environment, a feature extraction method based on symmetric algorithm for transmitting signals in electronic communication networks is proposed. This method can effectively remove noise and retain available transmission signals. The signal is denoised by threshold denoising and data dimensionality reduction, and then the transmitted signal is transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain and classified by the symmetric retention coefficient feature extraction algorithm. The experimental results show that the proposed method has high signal feature extraction accuracy and satisfactory results.
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